Workers and Strippers—overview

It is going to take several pages to define workers and strippers. They are the rolls that accomplish most of the combing (carding) action in a card. In this picture we show the workers and strippers on the breast section of a card. Notice the fiber is clumpy. The worker combs the fiber off the breast cylinder and the stripper snatches the fiber off the worker and puts it back on the breast. The workers have a lot of fiber on them and they turn slowly. The strippers have less fiber and they turn much faster. When the stripper takes fiber off the worker it stretches out the fibers; thus the clumps are stretched out into longer and thinner and more open clumps of fiber. This process continues over and over until the clumps are smoothed out. When the fibers are smoothed out and the size of the clumps reduced significantly, the fiber can then pass on to the next section of the card which is the finish section.

People are like stained-glass windows. They sparkle and shine when the sun is out, but when the darkness sets in, their true beauty is revealed only if there is a light from within.  

Elizabeth Kubler Ross